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Hours:

ADAM’S HVAC SERVICE TIP OF THE MONTH

7am-5pm

Indoor air quality is a very important aspect of our everyday health whether at
work or home. With the upcoming winter months we have less fresh clean air in
our homes and spend more time indoors. Sick home syndrome is a side effect
from off gassing of products in your home and lack of fresh air.

Friday:

Contact Adam to talk about healthy home options at 701-595-7167.

Mon—Thurs:

7am-3pm
Closed
Thursday, November 23rd
And
Friday, November 24th

November 11th
Veteran’s Day
November 19th
World Toilet Day
November 23rd
Thanksgiving
www.northern-plains.com

AIR OASIS
The Bi-Polar 2400 model uses cold plasma technology that splits water vapor into positive
and negative ions that are discharged into the air. These ions attach themselves to allergens
such as smoke, dust, pollen, dander, and much more. The particles continue to bond to each
other until they are heavy enough to drop out of the air and collect in filters. The positive and
negative ions attack odors and other
contaminants and convert them into
oxygen, water vapor, and carbon dioxide,
neutralizing odors and greatly improving
your Indoor Air Quality (IAQ). The Bi-Polar
2400 ionizer air purifier prevents allergens
from reproducing by removing hydrogen
and disrupting the DNA of the pathogen.
As an added benefit, static electricity is
quickly reduced!

CLEANER, FRESHER, INDOOR AIR!
Our all-new Air Knight IPG Air Purification System uses a unique new indoor air quality process to
naturally generate ionic oxidizers that actively seek out and
purify pollutants in the air and on surfaces.

Reduces bacteria, mold, viruses, odors, VOCs, smoke and
more // new IPG technology // air and surface treatment // 24V operation // easy installation //
long life warranty
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KITCHEN SINKS TO SUIT ANY STYLE
Granite kitchen sinks have been rising in popularity in the past few years. The option of having a quality colored kitchen sink is appealing to many homeowners. These sinks are made
from 80%-85% crushed granite which makes them heat resistant, scratch resistant, stain
resistant and easy to clean. There are many styles and colors to suit any design need. Two
of our most popular kitchen sink brands are Elkay and Blanco.
Granite sinks by Elkay are super durable and come in many different colors. While the traditional double equal bowl style is one of the most popular, customers also like the option of a low divider or even one single
sink bowl. All Elkay granite sink styles are available as undermount or top-mount.
Blanco granite sinks are available in some additional colors and styles that are not available
from Elkay. Their sinks are also available as undermount or top-mount. A unique style for Blanco
is their super single sink which features a single bowl with raised platform inside the sink for
glass, utensils or a colander. Their multi-level sink featuring a drain board is also popular Blanco
style.
Looking to update your kitchen sink? Call Lori or Brittney with Bath and Kitchen Consulting &
Design at (701) 222-2155.

G E T YO U R D I S P O SA L R E A DY F O R T H E H O L I DAYS !
The garbage disposal can be a great kitchen appliance as long as it is well maintained. Try one (or more) of these
methods to clean and freshen your disposal.


Fill the disposal side of your sink part way with hot soapy water. Then run the disposal as when you pull the plug
and drain the water out. This flushes the disposal with more force than water running from the faucet. It’s also
great to do this as preparations before any of the following methods.



Put a few pieces of citrus peel through the disposal. The peel helps clean the blades while the citrus oils freshen.



Run a handful of ice cubes through the disposal to remove gunk and sharpen blades. Variations are to use ice
cubes made of vinegar or adding rock salt in your ice cubes.



Sprinkle 1/4 to 1/2 a cup of baking soda into the disposal then pour in a cup of vinegar. Let the mixture bubble
and sit for 5-10 minutes, then run hot or boiling water through the disposal while its running to clean & deodorize.
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